Hard Surface Floor Care – Coatings

Rock Candy – High Performance Floor Finish  4x1 005242CG1-4  5 Gallon 005242CG5  55 Gallon 005242CG55
Rock Candy is the hardest of our floor finishes. It provides an extremely durable film with fantastic scuff and black mark resistance. Rock Candy is a must for high traffic areas which receive little or no burnishing program.

Helios – Ultimate High Speed Floor Finish  5 Gallon 005225CG5  55 gallon 005225CG55
Helios represents the very latest in polymer technology. It is a non-yellowing film that is easily applied and levels extremely well. Burnishing will greatly enhance its gloss and durability. Its high solids content provides instant gloss and protection.

Defiant – Multi Purpose Floor Finish  4x1 005222CG1-4  5 Gallon 005222CG5  55 gallon 005222CG55
Defiant adapts to all types of floors including: vinyl, terrazzo, marble, granite (glazed and honed), quarry tile, brick, concrete, rubber and sealed wood. It is self-polishing seal and finish that does not require buffing, but will respond well in all burnishing programs.

Simplicity – Universal Floor Finish  4x1 005218CG1-4  5 Gallon 005218CG5  55 gallon 005218CG55
Simplicity, as the name suggests, simplifies your floorcare program. It seals and finishes all types of flooring, provides a beautiful clear gloss, is extremely durable and is simple to use.

Hard Surface Floor Care – Cleaners

Orange Blossom – Damp Mop All Purpose Cleaner  4x1 Gallon 001020CG1-4  5 Gallon 001020CG5
Orange Blossom is excellent for use on all water safe surfaces, such as finished tile, terrazzo, quarry tile, linoleum, sheet vinyl, sealed hardwood or parquet, rubber, steel, aluminum and many others. It is a truly versatile product, although primarily designed as a damp mop. It can also be used to clean walls, glass and mirrors, shower stalls, leather or chairs and upholstery and many more.

Emphasis – Neutral Floor Cleaner Maintainer  4x1 003688CG1-4  5 Gallon 003688CG5  55 Gallon 003688CG55
Emphasis was designed for use as a true neutral floor cleaner. It quickly and efficiently dissolves and holds floor soils so they are not just diluted and spread throughout. It is safe on all finishes and leaves an incredibly beautiful scent.

Daily Damp Mop – Neutralizer and Cleaner  4x1 001204CG1-4  5 Gallon 001204CG5  55 Gallon 001204CG55
Daily Damp Mop is the one-step way to maintain all your resilient floors. It will clean surface soil, oily film, grit and dust, without harming the finish. Its unique formula removes the film from ice melt, neutralizes alkaline residual, and prevents hard water hazing. The floor will shine again.

Aqua GP – General Purpose Cleaner  4x1 001201CG1-4  5 Gallon 001201CG5  55 Gallon 001201CG55
Aqua GP is a reliable, synthetic detergent that can cut through the soils most frequently found in food handling areas, such as grease, protein and sticky carbohydrates. This highly concentrated cleaner has excellent penetrating action that emulsifies soils, holds them in suspension and rinses freely leaving the surface clean and film-free.

Crème Cote – All Purpose Cleaner  4x1 001206CG1-4  5 Gallon 001206CG5  55 Gallon 001206CG55
Crème Cote is a true all-purpose cleaner. It works great at high dilutions as a no rinse cleaner. At 3-6 ounces per gallon it is an excellent scrub and reccoat tool. And at 6-10 ounces it is an effective degreaser. SAFE – Contains no free alkali to harm hands or any surface not affected by water. FAST ACTION – Reduces labor costs and saves time. Highly recommended for all types of floors, ceramic tile, marble.

Super Shine – Cleaner Maintainer  4x1 001316CG1-4
Super Shine cleans your facility surfaces naturally and gently, restoring original beauty without dulling build-up or residue. It cleans and restores surfaces such as floors, cabinetry and paneling. Similarly, it cleans all painted surfaces and cleans and reconditions stained or varnished surfaces. Super Shine also cleans resilient and non-resilient floors, countertops, leather, vinyl and ceramic tile. Additionally, it can be used as an automotive interior cleaner for dashboards and leather or vinyl seats.
Pepco Shine – Dust Mop Treatment  4x1 00655CG1-4
Pepco Shine is a transparent, non-staining, ultra light oil for pretreating mops and dust cloths. Safe on a multitude of materials, such as wood, vinyl, asbestos tile, linoleum, asphalt and rubber tile. The natural oils in this product nourish wood floors, paneling, and furniture. Works well cleaning, protecting and shining stainless steel and other metal surfaces, as well. Regular use will enhance their beauty.

RPM 2001 – Mop on Restorer  4x1 Gallon 003801CG1-4
RPM 2001 is a fantastic finish restorer that has been specifically formulated for efficient and effective cleaning and maintenance of waxed floors. It can be used on linoleum, vinyl, vinyl asbestos, sealed terrazzo and sealed stone surfaces.

Supersonic – Spray Buff Compound  12/32 Ounces 001086C1Q12  4x1 001086CG1-4
Supersonic contains special cleaning agents and solvents to "heal" scratches, scuffs and black marks on all water emulsion finishes. It also contains acrylic polymers to revive, enhance and protect gloss.

All Sorb – Spill Absorbent  8/1 Kilo 003401C8-1
All Sorb is a lightweight silica that encapsulates liquids. It is used to clean up liquid and semi-liquid spills in retail, institutional, commercial, manufacturing, and industrial buildings and grounds. All Sorb provides a quick and easy extra level of safety on all spills to reduce slips and falls. Its lightweight and convenient packaging makes it an essential component in all floorcare programs.

Build Up Stripper – Low Energy Floor Stripper  4x1 007406CG1-4  5 Gallon 007406CG5  55 Gallon 007406CG55
Build Up Stripper is a powerful emulsifier that soaks off the heaviest floor build-ups and water based sealers. Formulated to be diluted with cool water for energy savings and convenience. Leaves the floor with a neutral pH after stripping.

Free N’ Easy – No Rinse Floor Stripper  4x1 007430CG1-4  5 Gallon 007430CG5  55 Gallon 007430CG55
Free N’ Easy is a concentrated finish stripper that frees you from flood rinsing and neutralizing. No more extended downtime. This non-ammoniated formula penetrates deep, softens and lifts water based metal interlocked finishes so they can be easily picked up with a clean mop or wet vac. Free N’ Easy was designed for stripping resilient flooring and should NOT be used on painted surfaces, wood, linoleum or rubber. It may soften or bleach these materials.

Pour N’ Peel – Premium Mop On Floor Stripper  4x1 007405CG1-4  5 Gallon 007405CG5  55 Gallon 007405CG55
Pour N’ Peel is highly active and aggressive, yet economically priced stripper that gets the job done. This product may be used to strip all types of resilient tile coatings that may have been regularly burnished. Pour N’ Peel requires thorough rinsing.

Crete Seal – Water Based Concrete Sealer  5 Gallon 002518CG5
Crete Seal represents recent enhancements in acrylic, non-metallic floor coatings. Its combination of special straight linked polymers is formulated to keep commercial, institutional and industrial concrete floors bright and attractive at the lowest possible cost. This seal is trouble-free in application, levels smoothly without streaks and dries to a clear, hard, tough shine. Crete Seal is self-sealing, filling pores and providing a protective coating for concrete floors. Crete Seal will not yellow or dull the original beauty of floors.

Wear Crete – Water Based Concrete Coating  5 Gallon 002525CG5
Wear Crete is a crosslinked waterborne urethane/acrylic blend. It combines outstanding durability with speed and ease of application. It is the best in water based protection for concrete and most masonry surfaces. An exceptional performer, it resists water, chemicals and abrasion. Provides a tough – almost indestructible coating even in high traffic areas. Its non-flammability, low odor, short drying time and rare clarity film never yellows or discolors.

Protecrete – Concrete Densifier  5 Gallon 002561CG5
Protecrete is an environmentally friendly, silicate product which provides long term concrete preservation. It is designed to fill the voids in the concrete and increase its tensile and compression strength. Through this chemical densification the concrete is tightened to provide more durability and chemical stability. The added densification also reduces hydrostatic emissions, thereby reducing topical coating failures. Ideal for surface preparation before applying Crete Seal and Wear Crete. Protecrete can be used for both interior and exterior applications.
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Wood Floor Care – Coatings

Court Justice – Wood Floor Finish (2 part)  5 Gallon 002423CG5
Court Justice is a crosslinked, water based, 100% aliphatic urethane wood coating which exhibits exceptional durability and gloss. Floor preparation and product application can be accomplished in one day.

Court Seal – Water Based Wood Sealer  5 Gallon 002424CG5
Court Seal is a water-based acrylic wood seal to be used in conjunction with Cynamic Wood Floor Finishes. Key film properties are short dry time, very slight grain raising, and excellent sand screening characteristics. Wood floors sealed with Court Seal provide a solid base to be top coated with Aqua Coat, Court Justice or Court Security.

Court Security – Single Part Wood Coating  5 Gallon 002427CG5
Court Security is a single component, oxygen crosslinked, water based, oil modified urethane. It provides performance comparable to conventional solvent-based products while exhibiting all the advantages of water-based products including fast dry, water cleanup, low odor and responds well to high speed burnishing.

Aqua Coat – Wood Floor Finish (2 part)  5 Gallon 005276CG5
Aqua Coat is a cross-linked water-based coating, formulated specifically for wood floor finishing where the use of “solvent based” products is undesirable or prohibited. It has exceptional toughness, durability and clarity. Non-flammable, non-toxic, fast drying and easy application allow rapid recoating with a minimum of down time. Floor preparation, multiple coats and drying can be accomplished in less than 24 hours.

Superior Court – 40% Oil Modified Urethane Wood Finish  5 Gallon 002440CGH5
Superior Court represents the latest in wood finishes. It is recommended for use as a finish coat on gyms, racquet ball courts and other wood floors. Superior Court exhibits high gloss, superior mark resistance and clarity. Superior Court is readily applied with a lamb’s wool applicator, K200 E-Z Way Applicator or heavy weight bar.

Supreme Court – 47% Oil Modified Urethane Wood Finish  5 Gallon 002447CGH5
Supreme Court is a V.O.C. compliant, solvent based, wood finish that provides a highly durable coating with excellent gloss. It is very light color thus enhancing the beauty of the wood and minimizes oxidation and age discoloration. Supreme Court provides a hard, chemical resistant film that will repel scratching, scuffing and rubber burn marks. Unlike many other V.O.C. compliant finishes, this product is easy to apply with a lamb’s wool applicator, K200 E-Z Way Applicator or heavy weight bar.

Wood Floor Care – Cleaners and Maintainers

Court Approved – Waterless Cleaner  5 Gallon 002450CG5
Use Court Approved on wood floors, cabinets, and woodwork. Other applications include use as a cleanup/tacking solvent for oil modified urethanes, and solvent penetrating seals. Court Approved helps to restore the shine on the surface cleaned. It leaves no oil or film to dull or fade. It is not harmful to most solvent based finish surfaces.

Court Appointed – Wood Floor Prep Cleaner  4x1 002451CG1-4
Court Appointed is a water based, concentrated wood floor cleaner and prep. Designed to be used on sealed wood floors as a daily or routine cleaner or as a preparation cleaner or tacking product before recoating and for interim maintenance.

Restore Order – High Speed Finish Restorer  4x1 002453CG1-4
Restore Order brings back the brilliant shine of your Cynamic Water Based Coatings. It will also enhance the appearance of other coatings which respond to high speed burnishing. Scheduled use of Restore Order will extend the time for recoating.
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Carpet Care – Presprays

**Mark Lane – Heavy Duty Restorative Traffic Lane Cleaner 4x1 Gallon 003236CG1-4**

Mark Lane is an effective restorative carpet prespray formulated to clean carpet areas that are heavily encrusted with grease, oil and traffic soil. It is an excellent general spotter that will break down most food and light oil stains commonly found in carpeting.

**SafeGuard Traffic Lane Cleaner – Encapsulating Carpet Prespray 4x1 Gallon 003102CG1-4**

Traffic Lane Cleaner is the perfect “Step One” before extraction cleaning. This product attacks heavy petroleum and water based soils so they are easily removed during the extraction procedure. It is the only recommended traffic lane cleaner for use with other Safeguard products to ensure product compatibility. Complies with carpet manufacturer’s guidelines for “Wet Side” cleaning.

Carpet Care – Shampoos & Extraction Cleaners

**Mark L3 – Heavy Duty Extraction Cleaner 4x1 Gallon 003233CG1-4**

Mark L3 is a highly concentrated and extremely effective emulsifier for use with hot water extraction or “steam” cleaning machines. Its water conditioners soften the water to penetrate deeper and more quickly than other products and its proprietary detergents loosen and hold on to carpet soil so that it is easily picked up by the vacuum. It is low foaming and designed for use in restorative applications, however, it is safe to use in most cleaning situations.

**Mark Tan – Acid Rinse Detergent 4x1 Gallon 003240CG1-4**

Mark Tan is a great tool in your carpet cleaning arsenal to safely remove coffee, tea, urine, wine, grass, fruit, soft drinks, and other tannin type brown or yellow stains. Excellent for removal of “browning” caused by shampoo residue build-up and over wetting. It is a must use product to balance the carpet’s pH from alkalinity left behind from poor cleaning, alkaline detergents or salt residual.

**SafeGuard Extraction Cleaner – Encapsulating Extraction Carpet Cleaner 4x1 Gallon 003101CG1-4**

Extraction Rinse attacks all soils commonly found in carpeting. Its unique formula emulsifies them, and then using the latest technology, encapsulates the soil for easy removal. Extraction Rinse is safe on stain resistant carpets and actually replenishes stain resistant properties. As a bonus, this product eliminates the need for a defoamer, even on carpeting with residue from previous shampoos. Complies with carpet manufacturer’s guidelines for “Wet Side” cleaning.

**SafeGuard Dry Foam/Mist Shampoo – Encapsulating Carpet Cleaner 4x1 Gallon 003103CG1-4**

Dry Foam Mist Shampoo is an extremely effective “interim” maintenance tool. The results will rival carpet appearance attained from other carpet cleaning methods. Dry Foam Mist Shampoo’s advanced formula, encapsulates the soil, adds back stain resistance and significantly reduces re-soiling. All the advantages of the fast-drying bonnet or foam system plus all the Safeguard features. Complies with carpet manufacturer’s guidelines for “Wet Side” cleaning.

Carpet Care – Spotters

**Safeguard General Spotter – General Spotter 12x1 Quart 003104C1Q12 4x1 Gallon 003104CG1-4**

General Spotter is a product that eliminates the need for multiple specialty spotters. It will stop spots from coming back by preventing wicking and leaves the fabric tack free. It should be used as a no-rinse spotter. This allows the spot to be encapsulated and vacuumed away while the soil repelling properties remain. This product is effective on both water and light to medium petroleum based spots and spills. Complies with carpet manufacturer’s guidelines for “Wet Side” cleaning.

**Mark Tan – Acid Rinse Detergent 4x1 Gallon 003240CG1-4**

Mark Tan is a great tool in your carpet cleaning arsenal to safely remove coffee, tea, urine, wine, grass, fruit, soft drinks, and other tannin type brown or yellow stains. Excellent for removal of “browning” caused by shampoo residue build-up and over wetting. It is a must use product to balance the carpet’s pH from alkalinity left behind from poor cleaning, alkaline detergents or salt residual.

**Goo ‘N Gum Remover – Citrus Gel Spotter 6x1 Quart 003229C16**

Goo n Gum Remover is a specially formulated solvent gel. It is designed to remove stubborn spots such as gum, glue, tar and other oil based spots without delaminating or ungluing the carpet. It is safe and effective in many other applications and a must have tool to keep in your cleaning arsenal.

**Natures Grace – Enzyme Spotter 12x1 Quart 003228C1Q12**

Nature’s Grace is a specific blend of bacterial strains selected for many applications: Carpets, pet odors, restrooms, wall and floor areas around toilets, urinals, wash basins, tubs, showers and other surfaces where odor control is a problem due to organic residues. Nature’s Grace works continuously to solubilize and digest waste.
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Carpet Care – Specialty

WSD – Spice – Spice scented odor counteractant  12x1 Quart 003225C1Q12  4x1 003225CG1-4
WSD – Spice is an extremely effective odor neutralizer that provides a breath of freshness to the air. Works well on virtually all types of fabrics, too. It eliminates stale malodors in the air, carpets, drapes, and upholstery by encapsulating and neutralizing the offending odor causing culprits. Safe for use on all water washable and color fast fibers.

C-Breeze RTU – Odor Counteractant RTU  12x1 Quart 003222C1Q12
C-Breeze RTU is the latest in deodorizing technology. Its special materials not only encapsulate the odors, but modify and render them odorless. It eliminates pet, smoke and stale odors from virtually all fabrics. Safe to use on all water washable and colorfast fibers. Packaged in a convenient ready to use package.

C-Breeze – Concentrated Odor Counteractant  4x1 Gallon 003223CG1-4
C-Breeze is the latest in deodorizing technology. Its special materials not only encapsulate the odors, but modify and render them odorless. It eliminates pet, smoke and stale odors from virtually all fabrics. Safe to use on all water washable and colorfast fibers. Its concentrated form makes it economical to use and flexible to the strong of the odor source.

Anti-Foam – Defoamer  4x1 Gallon 003244CG1-4
Anti-Foam is a specially formulated product used to kill foam on contact. It is designed to be sucked up through the vacuum hose of a hot water extractor, auto scrubber, or wet/dry vacuum.
Housekeeping – Restroom Cleaners

**Porcelain Cleaner – Foaming Porcelain Cleaner**  
12x1 Quart 004012C1Q12  
Porcelain Cleaner is a blend of mild organic acids that quickly and easily removes stubborn stains, soap scum, and everyday grime. It will also remove hard water deposits and haze on showers, tubs and glass. It cleans, restores, brightens and maintains your ceramic, porcelain tile and grout.

**Perox-A-Peel – Multi-Purpose Oxygen Cleaner**  
4x1 Gallon 001410CG1-4  
Perox-A-Peel is a truly multi-purpose cleaner. It cuts through built-up soap scum on tile, glass shower doors, and fixtures. It degreases, destains and destroys all types of soils on all types of surfaces eliminating the need to stock multiple products. Perox-A-Peel is the one product that does all. It cleans restrooms, floors, carpets, concrete and more.

**Glisten – Non-Acid Bowl Cleaner**  
6x1 Quart 003319C1Q6  
Glisten is the ideal daily bathroom, bowl and urinal cleaner. Safe on all the hard surfaces found in institutional restrooms and showers. Its complex blend of detergents removes organic soils and filth commonly found in restrooms. Its special perfumes deodorizers and eliminates unpleasant odors leaving the restroom smelling fresh and clean for hours.

**Wipe Out – Tile & Grout Cleaner**  
4x1 003567CG1-4  5 Gallon 003567CG5  55 Gallon 003567CG55  
Wipe Out - Don’t scrub! Simply wipe or spray this miracle cleaner onto bathroom tile, fixtures, shower stalls, etc. and watch hard water deposits, soap scum and organic soils melt away. It even lightens discolored grout during routine cleaning. Safe on all bathroom surfaces such as ceramic, porcelain, even stainless-steel faucets and fixtures. Wipeout is a pleasant smelling, non-fuming cleaner that leaves everything film-free and shiny.

**SuperpHoam – Foaming Acid Cleaner Descaler**  
4x1 Gallon 000705CG1-4  
SuperpHoam is a remarkable acid cleaner that saves time and labor. It contains a blend of mild organic and inorganic acids, synthetic wetting agents and degreasers to cut through oily lotions and soap scum. It is high foaming to cling to walls, fixtures and vertical surfaces. SuperpHoam safely removes calcium, magnesium and other tough water deposits without harsh irritating acid vapors.

**Crème Cleanser – Hard Surface Creme Cleanser**  
12x1 Quart 001530C1Q12  
Crème Cleaner is a very pleasantly scented liquid creme cleanser. Soft, micro-abrasive agents safely clean surfaces such as porcelain, chrome, plastic, fiberglass, stainless steel. Effectively cleans and deodorizes in one convenient operation. Rinses very well, leaving no film behind. Use on sinks, tubs and in showers to remove soap scum and soils.

**Clinger – Clinging Acid Bowl Cleaner**  
12x1 Quart 004003C1Q12  
Clinger is a low acid bowl cleaner formulated with hydrochloric acid for use in cleaning and deodorizing toilet bowls and urinals. Its thickened formula “CLINGS” to vertical surfaces, allowing longer dwell time, resulting in better cleaning performance. Clinger effectively removes rust stains, uric acid, hard water deposits and other minerals from non-porous restroom surfaces.

**Complete – Thickenened Non-Acid Restroom Cleaner**  
12x1 Quart 001902C1Q12  
COMPLETE is designed for cleaning toilet bowls, urinals, sinks, bathtubs, shower stalls and other restroom fixtures. It safely removes the source of unpleasant odors leaving surfaces sparkling clean and deodorized. Its mild acids work on hard water deposits without harming sensitive fixtures.

**Bowl Crème – Acid Bowl Cleaner**  
12x1 Quart 004001C1Q12  
BOWL CRÈME is a high acid emulsion formulation designed to remove calcium, scale, iron/rust stains and uric acid buildup from toilets and urinals. Cleans and deodorizes in one step. BOWL CRÈME contains 24% hydrochloric acid detergent and inhibitors the ideal formula for use in hard water conditions and heavy iron scale buildup.
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Housekeeping – Glass & Surface Cleaners

**Pane-Less – Premium RTU Glass Cleaner**
6x1 Quart 001455C6-32 12x1 Quart 001455C1Q12 4x1 Gallon 001455CG1-4

Pane-less is a powerful, ready-to-use formula. It can be used on glass, table tops, mirrors and other hard surfaces. It quickly dissolves film, soil, dirt, grease, fingerprints and grime permitting them to be removed easily with either a squeegee or cloth.

**Glass Cleaner Concentrate – Premium Glass Cleaner Concentrate**
4x1 Gallon 006017CG1-4

Glass Cleaner Concentrate is a carefully balanced blend of solvents, wetting agents and soil suspending ingredients. It dissolves the cloudy film from windows, mirrors, television screens, computer monitors and other glass and highly polished surfaces. Glass Cleaner Concentrate even cuts right through the smoke laden film on the inside of automobile windows and windshields.

**Pepco 811 – RTU Ammoniated Glass Cleaner**
4x1 Gallon 000811CG1-4

Pepco 811 quickly dissolves film, soil, dirt, grease, fingerprints and grime permitting them to be removed easily with either a squeegee or cloth. The added punch of ammonia cuts through the toughest grease and protein soils. Pepco 811 produces a brilliant clear surface that stays cleaner longer.

**Pepco 808 – Ammoniated Glass Cleaner Concentrate**
4x1 Gallon 000808CG1-4

Pepco 808 is an outstanding ammoniated glass cleaner concentrate that permits unusual economies at use dilution. Unlike other concentrates, PEPCO 808 delivers a truly effective cleaner when diluted to its proper use dilution. Great as a multi-purpose spray and wipe cleaner, especially in greasy kitchen areas.

**Lemon Spray Polish – Dusting, Cleaning, Waxing Polish**
6x1 Quart 007391C6-32 4x1 Gallon 007391CG1-4

Lemon Spray Polish is one great product with many great benefits. This is a NON-flammable liquid with just enough petroleum-based solvent to cut greasy, oily film and fingerprints fast. Silicones make polishing friction free. The dust cloth glides along leaving a bright, hard, dirt resistant shine in its path. Ideal for use on Formica, stainless steel, glass, wood fixture and furniture, office equipment, plastic and leather chairs.

**High Shine – Stainless Steel Polish**
6x1 Quart 007395C1Q6

High Shine is an excellent cleaner and polish for stainless steel. Its water emulsion compound provides the best of both an oil based polish and a water based cleaner. It removes greasy films and soils leaving a beautiful protective finish. It is versatile enough for polishing stainless steel as well as other hard surfaces that need to be cleaned and protected. Excellent resistance to smudges, smears and fingerprints.

Housekeeping – Drain Treatments

**Drain Cleaner – Alkaline Drain Treatment**
12x1 Quart 00151C1Q12

Drain Cleaner cuts through standing water to clear fully clogged and slow running drains. It dissolves hair, grease, soap scum and more. Drain Cleaner penetrates and dissolves tough clogs fast and easy to keeps drains open, liquifies waste and eliminates odor.

**Pipeline – Drain and Grease Trap Treatment**
4x1 000154CG1-4 5 Gallon 000154CG5

Pipeline cleans out and clears up organic odor-causing waste in drains, down pipes, grease traps and septic fields with this semi-viscous enzyme treatment. Keeps drains open safely and effectively. Naturally occurring, non-pathogenic aerobic and anaerobic bacteria and enzymes work continuously to solubilize and digest waste without the use of harmful acids, caustics or solvents. Eliminates odor. Keeps drains open and flowing.
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**Housekeeping – Disinfectants & Sanitizers**

**Alti-Mate 64 – Germicidal Cleaner** 4x1 001625CG1-4

Alti-Mate 64 is a one-step disinfectant that is effective against a broad-spectrum of bacteria, is viricidal including HIV-1, HCV & HBV and inhibits the growth of mold and mildew and their odors when used as directed. It can be used on washable hard, non-porous surfaces such as: Countertops, sinks, exterior surfaces of appliances, microwave, ovens and refrigerators, glass surfaces, laminated surfaces, metal, stainless steel, glazed porcelain, glazed ceramic, plastic such as polystyrene or polypropylene, sealed, terrazzo, chrome and vinyl, Plexiglas®, enameled surfaces, tables, chairs, washable walls, floors, shower, stalls, bathtubs, toilets, urinals, restroom fixtures, kennel runs, cages. Dilute 2-oz per gallon. It is an excellent restroom cleaner.

**Alti-Mate 256 – One Step Germicidal Detergent & Deodorant** 4x1 Gallon 000606CG1-4

Alti-Mate 256 is a one-step disinfectant that is effective against a broad-spectrum of bacteria, is viricidal including HIV-1, HCV & HBV and inhibits the growth of mold and mildew and their odors when used as directed. It can be used on washable hard, non-porous surfaces such as: Countertops, sinks, exterior surfaces of appliances, microwave, ovens and refrigerators, glass surfaces, laminated surfaces, metal, stainless steel, glazed porcelain, glazed ceramic, plastic such as polystyrene or polypropylene, sealed, terrazzo, chrome and vinyl, Plexiglas®, enameled surfaces, tables, chairs, washable walls, floors, shower, stalls, bathtubs, toilets, urinals, restroom fixtures, kennel runs, cages. Dilute ½-oz per gallon. It is a great neutral floor cleaner.

**DSC – Disinfectant – Cleaner – Food Contact and Non-Food Contact Sanitizer – Virucide* – Fungicide** 4x1 Gallon 000603CG1-4

DSC, when used as directed, is formulated to disinfect inanimate, hard, non-porous, surfaces: floors, walls, metal surfaces, stainless steel surfaces, glazed porcelain, glazed ceramic tile, plastic surfaces, vinyl, chrome, bathrooms, shower stalls, bathtubs, toilets, bathroom fixtures, kitchens, countertops, sinks, exteriors of kitchen appliances, automobile interiors, cabinets, tables, chairs, dining room surfaces, telephones. For larger areas: operating rooms, patient care facilities and restrooms, this product is designed to provide both general cleaning and disinfecting. This product deodorizes those areas which generally are hard to keep fresh smelling, such as garbage storage areas, empty garbage bins and cans, toilet bowls, and other areas which are prone to odors caused by microorganisms. Its approved dual dilution provides flexibility to be a disinfectant cleaner, as well as, a food service sanitizer.

**Sanitizer (Clear) – Odorless Disinfectant and Sanitizer** 4x1 Gallon 001610CG1-4 5 Gallon 001610CG5

Sanitizer (Clear) is the perfect no-rinse sanitizer in food service and meat processing facilities. It can also be used as a laundry sanitizer, as well as, a general disinfectant. Please consult the label for all the uses from this versatile product.

**Sanitizer (Red) – Odorless Disinfectant and Sanitizer** 4x1 Gallon 001611CG1-4 5 Gallon 001611CG5

Sanitizer (Red) is the perfect no-rinse sanitizer in food service and meat processing facilities. It can also be used as a laundry sanitizer, as well as, a general disinfectant. Please consult the label for all the uses from this versatile product.

**Sanitizer RTU – Ready To Use Food Contact Sanitizer** 6x1 Quart 000526CG1-4

Sanitizer RTU is a ready-to use food service sanitizer for use on hard, nonporous food contact surfaces in food processing locations, meat plants, dairies, bakeries, restaurants and bars. Use on food processing equipment, dairy equipment, food utensils, dishes, silverware, eating utensils, glasses, sink tops, countertops, refrigerated storage and display equipment. It can also be used as a sanitizer on non-food contact surfaces. Please read label for proper directions.

**Spray Away – Bathroom Cleaner & Sanitizer** 12x1 Quart 000520CG1-12 4x1 Gallon 000520CG1-4

Spray Away is a disinfectant, cleaner, viricide for use in hospitals, schools and industrial sites. It cleans, disinfects and deodorizes surfaces by killing odor causing microorganisms and mold and mildew. Its non-abrasive formula is designed for use on restroom surfaces, glazed ceramic tile, glazed porcelain, chrome, stainless steel and plastic surfaces associated with floors, walls, fixtures, toilets, urinals, sinks, shower rooms, and locker rooms. Spray Away is effective at controlling mold and mildew on shower curtains.
Housekeeping – Hand Care

Pink Silk – Hand. Hair & Body Soap  4x1 008293CG1-4
Pink Silk is a creamy, rich hand, hair and body cleaning compound for use in a variety of settings where effective skin and hair care management is important. It provides gentle, effective cleaning of hands, hair and body. Built-in moisturizers and emollients leave skin and hair clean, soft, deodorized and refreshed. Ideal for use in food processing facilities, health care clinics, nursing homes, factories, schools, offices, public washrooms, health clubs and spas. Excellent cleaning action, rich creamy lather and pleasantly scented.

Silk – Hand. Hair & Body Soap  4x1 008295CG1-4
Silk is a creamy, rich hand, hair and body cleaning compound for use in a variety of settings where effective skin and hair care management is important. It provides gentle, effective cleaning of hands, hair and body. Built-in moisturizers and emollients leave skin and hair clean, soft, deodorized and refreshed. Ideal for use in food processing facilities, health care clinics, nursing homes, factories, schools, offices, public washrooms, health clubs and spas. Silk has excellent cleaning action, rich creamy lather and pleasant tropical fragrance.

Pepco 315 – 15% Coconut Oil Soap  4x1 000315CG1-4
Pepco 315 is a sparkling clear, neutral concentrated liquid hand soap made from refined coconut oil. The manufacturing of this soap with pure coconut oil creates natural glycerine that adds to its mildness and effectiveness. Made from the finest oils available, mild neutral coconut soap lathers abundantly, cleans thoroughly and rinses completely.

Foaming Hand Soap – Premium Foaming Soap  4x1 413951CG1-4
Foaming Hand Soap is a blend of the highest quality detergents. Carefully formulated, this product will thoroughly clean without removing natural moisturizers from the skin. It lifts and suspends dirt/oils so they may be rinsed away even in hard water. Foaming Hand Soap is ready for use or may be diluted with equal parts water. For use as a prep soap, dilute with 70% alcohol for a tincture solution.

Essence – Body, Hand and Hair Shampoo  4x1 000326CG1-4
Essence Body, Hand and Hair Shampoo is a thick, rich, pleasantly scented blend of premium quality synthetic detergents and natural emollients.

Housekeeping – General Purpose Cleaners & Degreasers

Green Magic – All Purpose Industrial Degreaser  4x1 001310CG1-4  5 Gallon 001310CG5  55 Gallon 001310CG55
Green Magic is the solution for your stubborn cleaning problems, as well as your everyday cleaning jobs. Its concentrated formula of mild surfactants and builders, along with safe, water soluble solvents, allow for full strength use as well as economical dilution cleaning. A true “one product does all” product.

Spray 66 – THE Universal Cleaner Degreaser  4x1 000666CG1-4  5 Gallon 000666CG5  55 Gallon 000666CG55
Spray 66 is the original cleaner/dgreaser. Its formidable agents go to work immediately on all common soils, including grease, oil, wax, gum, dirt, dye, ink, soap, tallow and carbon. Residues and build-ups dissolve, and stains disappear thanks to improved wetting agents and solvents with twice the concentration of all competitive products. SPRAY 66 is extremely effective at many dilutions, non– corrosive and it prevents rust. Its versatility serves well in industrial, housekeeping and food service applications.

Pepco SQK – Industrial Degreaser  4x1 000256CG1-4  5 Gallon 000256CG5  55 Gallon 000256CG55
PEPCO SQK is a powerful industrial strength degreaser for big jobs. It is a very concentrated hot cleaner when all else fails. Low foaming action makes it ideal for automatic scrubbers, pressure washers, steam cleaners, mop, sponge and bucket applications. Properly diluted, it becomes an excellent spray and wipe cleaner.

CYNAMIC CHEMICAL COMPANY
1472 Louis Bork Drive
Batavia, IL 60510
Skinny – Foaming Fat and Grease Cleaner  4x1 000704CG1-4  5 Gallon 000704CG5  55 Gallon 000704CG55
Skinny is a very concentrated cleaner/degreaser that produces a clinging, heavy foam to prolong contact with vertical surfaces. It lifts fatty, greasy soil away from surfaces allowing them to be rinsed away freely. Skinny excels in general use applications, as well as, in foam generating systems.

Chlorinated Skinny – Chlorinated Cleaner Degreaser  4x1 Gallon 000723CG1-4  5 Gallon 000723CG5  55 Gallon 000723CG55
Chlorinated Skinny is Skinny’s sibling. It is a chlorinated, alkaline, self-foaming liquid cleaner. Chlorinated Skinny is designed for spray, soak, mop and high-pressure cleaning in the meat packing, food processing and handling industries. The addition of chlorine in the formula helps to de-stain and brighten surfaces, as well as eliminate odors.

Pepco 490 – All Purpose Acid Cleaner  4x1 000490CG1-4  55 Gallon 000490CG55
Pepco 490 is a concentrated all-purpose acid cleaner. Use Pepco 490 wherever water leaves behind mineral deposits. It quickly, easily and safely removes hard water film, lime deposits, milk-stone and alkaline food soils. It eliminates the need for an abrasive type cleaner. Composed of high grade acid detergents, non– ionic wetting agents and inhibitors, Pepco 490 is non-volatile and will not evaporate in hot water solutions. Use in foodservice applications, restrooms and to brighten cementitious surfaces.

Citrus Cleaner Degreaser – Citrus Based  4x1 001856CG1-4  5 Gallon 001856CG5  55 Gallon 001856CG55
Citrus Cleaner Degreaser is a new kind of cleaner with powerful organic citrus solvent. A “natural” for degreasing kitchen floors, fryers, stoves, air vents, air filtering systems, concrete surfaces, etc. It’s perfect for all kinds of indoor and outdoor cleaning. Cleaner Degreaser cleans and freshens naturally using citrus based solvents, one of nature’s most effective cleaner/deodorizers.

Traction – Quarry Tile Cleaner  4x1 000695CG1-4  5 Gallon 000695CG5  55 Gallon 000695CG55
Traction was specifically formulated for cleaning the kind of greasy, oily soil found in food preparation areas. It penetrates deeply into the quarry tile surface and lifts the soil from the floor, helping to keep floors more slip resistant. It also dramatically brightens the grout for a crisp, clean sanitary look.

Fantastico – Lavender Scent Concentrated All Purpose Cleaner  4x1 001013CG1-4
Fantastico is a concentrated industrial grade, multi-purpose cleaner with a pleasant, long-lasting lavender fragrance. Use to clean and deodorize in a single time-saving step. Fantastico is safe on a variety of surfaces including floors, walls, and woodwork.

Fantastico RTU – Lavender Scent Ready To Use All Purpose Cleaner  6x1 Quart 001014CG6-32
Fantastico RTU is a ready to use multi-purpose cleaner with a pleasant, long-lasting lavender fragrance. Clean and deodorize in a single step. Use Fantastico RTU on a variety of surfaces including floors, walls and woodwork.

Perox-A-Peel – Multi-Purpose Oxygen Cleaner  4x1 Gallon 001410CG1-4
Perox-A-Peel is a combination of Hydrogen Peroxide, D-Limonene, and surfactants. It cuts through built-up soap scum on tile, glass shower doors, and fixtures. Can be used on a wide variety of surfaces eliminating the need to stock multiple products. Hydrogen Peroxide and D-Limonene synergistically provides extraordinary cleaning abilities. It is a safe, chlorine free alternative for cleaning and stain removal.

Foreman RTU – Heavy Duty Fast Acting Solvent Cleaner  12x1 Quart 000258CG1-12
Foreman RTU is a safe cleaner that can tackle tough jobs, from smelly dumpsters to greasy auto service bays. Organic citrus extracts foam away grease and dirt naturally, without harsh acids, petroleum, or alkaline solvents. The citrus base of Foreman RTU is a natural deodorizer, eliminating even the most persistent odors. It leaves behind the lingering fresh scent of oranges.

All American 32 Skidoo – Super Heavy Duty Cleaner/Degreaser  4x1 Gallon 000668CG1-4
All American 32 Skidoo is a special blend of water soluble solvents, wetting agents and water softeners that make this cleaner and degreaser a superior product for use in automatic scrubbers, pressure washers, steam cleaning, cold/hot tank degreasing and spray-and– wipe cleaning applications. It is also a great product in restrooms to dissolve lotion laden soap scum showers, tubs and basins.

Mist N Wipe RTU – Non-Butyl All Purpose Cleaner/Degreaser  12x1 Quart 000694CG1-12
Mist N Wipe quickly dissolves stubborn grease, oil, soap film, inks, wax and grimy substances from all washable surfaces, as well as, it leaves a pleasant fragrance with no messing residue. It is safe and easy to use; just Mist N Wipe.
Industrial – Parts Washing

Liquid Aluma Brite – Non Chlorinated Machine Detergent  5 Gallon 000934CG5

Liquid Aluma Brite is a complete parts washing detergent. It gets its cleaning power from inorganic alkaline builders. It is specially formulated to work exceptionally well in hard water to prevent the build-up of scale on machine parts. Its rust and corrosion inhibitors help protect delicate components.

Pepco 682 – Waterless Cleaner  4x1 000682CG1-4

Pepco 682 is a versatile waterless solvent cleaner. It is the answer to tough cleaning jobs where moisture must be avoided. Non-viscous, pleasantly fragranced liquid it is easy and safe to apply when used as directed. This cleaner contains solvents/degreasers which break up and remove a wide variety of stubborn oil based soils. Use in solvent parts washing machines or just keep around and use manually.

Industrial – Vehicle Cleaning

Wash & Wax – One Step Wash & Shine Formula  4x1 000537CG1-4  5 Gallon 000537CG5  55 Gallon 000537CG55

Wash & Wax is an ultra-concentrated liquid detergent formulated for self-service, automatic car and truck washing facilities. It may also be used in hybrid wash facilities or applied as a low-pressure foam or spray. Wash & Wax is excellent for removing road film, dirt and salt deposits. This one step product uses a polymer wax emulsion that weatherproofs and leaves a glossy finish on the vehicle. This formulation performs well in touchless vehicle washes, shampoo units, wheel & tire cleaning, and prep areas, too.

Armor Coat – Protective Coating & Conditioner  6x1 Quart 009752C1Q6

ARMOR COAT penetrates, conditions and protects leather, vinyl, finished wood, acrylics, plastics and rubber. Original beauty and luster can be restored to vinyl tops on cars, furniture, chairs, tires, dashboards, luggage and many other surfaces. ARMOR COAT guards against damage from moisture, oxidation, ozone and the sun’s ultraviolet rays. These ordinary environmental conditions can dull, fade, embrittle and prematurely age many materials.

CYNAMIC CHEMICAL COMPANY  1472 Louis Bork Drive  Batavia, IL 60510
Foodservice – Machine Detergents

**Choice – All Temperature Machine Detergent**  4x1 Gallon 000166CG1-4  5 Gallon 000166CG5  
Choice is a unique combination of high alkalis, water softeners and corrosion inhibitors that makes machine dishwashing even heavily soiled items easy and efficient. Use in high or low temp (dump and fill) dishwashers to wash all varieties of wares.

**LTD – Low Temperature Detergent**  4x1 Gallon 000169CG1-4  5 Gallon 000169CG5  
LTD is specially designed for low temperature dish machines. LTD provides instant action, immediate dispersion, and the correct concentration is quickly attained. LTD’s performance is excellent. It cuts and emulsifies grease for un-expected cleaning in low-temp machines. Glasses, dishes, and silver sparkle, and LTD will not harm delicate machine parts.

**Liquid Aluma Brite – Non Chlorinated Machine Detergent**  5 Gallon 000934CG5  
From plastic ware to fine china to sensitive soft metals, Liquid Aluma Brite does it all. Its powerful inorganic alkaline builders and detergents clean the toughest food soils yet, when used as directed, it will not tarnish softer metal wares. This special formulation also works exceptionally well in hard water and prevents build-up of scale on delicate machine parts.

**sPECKtacular – Premium Chlorinated Mechanical Warewash Detergent**  4x1 Gallon 000915CG1-4  5 Gallon 000915CG5  
sPECKtacular is the first liquid machine ware wash detergent with the power of powders. It far surpasses powders in ease of dispensing. Its highly concentrated mixture of alkalis, water softeners and available chlorine cleans and de-stains as no other can.

**Ultra Gold – Concentrated Machine Warewashing Detergent**  4x9 Lbs. 000423CP9-4  
Ultra Gold is a concentrated alkaline cleaner with multi-purpose water conditioning agents and corrosion inhibitors. The combination cleans the dirtiest dishes—dried egg yolk and baked on cheese. It de-stains tea and coffee cups, promotes machine skimming action, prevents lime and scale build-up in wash arms, spray jets, racks and chains.

**Solid Safe – Solid Metal Safe Machine Detergent**  4x9 Lbs. 000404CP9-4  
Solid Safe is super concentrated and exceeds powders and liquids for economical end use. Its specially buffered alkaline system yields maximum cleaning without harming aluminum, pewter, copper or other alkaline sensitive metals, especially in hard water. Solid Safe is chlorine free and will not pit or whiten aluminum or other soft, chlorine sensitive materials. It is also excellent for plastic ware.

Foodservice – Rinse Aids

**LTR – Low Temperature Rinse**  4x1 Gallon 000825CG1-4  5 Gallon 000825CG5  
LTR is a special concentrated rinse additive has been formulated for use in the rinse cycle of low temperature machines, converted hot machines and dishwashers whose rinse water cannot be maintained at 180°F. It allows thorough and complete rinsing of dishes, glasses, pots and pans, silverware and other utensils.

**Soft Spot – High Temperature Rinse Aid**  4x1 Gallon 000802CG1-4  5 Gallon 000802CG5  
Soft Spot is a premium concentrated formula for use with automatic rinse injectors in high temperature dishwashing machines. It will prevent water spotting of dishes, glassware and silverware even in bad water conditions. It helps to clean and completely sheet the rinse water off and aid in quicker drying times.
**Foodservice – Sanitizers**

**Low Temp Sanitizer – Sodium Hypochlorite Solution**  
4x1 Gallon 007480CG1-4  5 Gallon 007480CG5  
*Low Temp Sanitizer* is a sodium hypochlorite solution that may be used for the final rinse in low temperature dishwashers at levels required by Local Health Authorities. Low Temp Sanitizer may also be used as a sanitizer for non-porous food contact surfaces, such as in the last rinse sink of a 3-compartment sink system for pots and pans. Please consult the label for all its uses.

**Sanitizer (Clear) – Odorless Disinfectant and Sanitizer**  
4x1 Gallon 001610CG1-4  5 Gallon 001610CG5  
Sanitizer (Clear) is excellent for use in food and meat processing facilities. Use in the 3-compartment sink or as part of the final rinse in a C.O.P program. It can be diluted as a "No Rinse" sanitizer at 1/4 ounce per gallon or as a general disinfectant at 3 ounces per 5 gallons. Please refer to the label for all its uses.

**Sanitizer (Red) – Odorless Disinfectant and Sanitizer**  
4x1 Gallon 001611CG1-4  5 Gallon 001611CG5  
Sanitizer (Red) is excellent for use in food and meat processing facilities. Use in the 3-compartment sink or as part of the final rinse in a C.O.P program. It can be diluted as a "No Rinse" sanitizer at 1/4 ounce per gallon or as a general disinfectant at 3 ounces per 5 gallons. Please refer to the label for all its uses.

**Sanitizer RTU – Ready To Use Food Contact Sanitizer**  
6x1 Quart 000526C1Q6  
Sanitizer RTU is a ready-to-use food service sanitizer for use on hard, nonporous food contact surfaces in food processing locations, meat plants, dairies, bakeries, restaurants and bars. Use on food processing equipment, dairy equipment, food utensils, dishes, silverware, eating utensils, glasses, sinks, countertops, refrigerated storage and display equipment. It can also be used as a sanitizer on non-food contact surfaces. Please read label for proper directions.

**Foodservice – Manual Detergents**

**Bar Glass Wash – Low Foaming Formula**  
4x1 Gallon 000153CG1-4  
Bar Glass Wash is a low foaming liquid detergent which leaves glassware spotless and shiny. It removes tough soils, such as lipstick, grease, dried beer, protein soil and many other films without the need for scrubbing. Used as directed, this product rinses freely and will not interfere with the sanitizing action of chlorine or quaternary ammonium products in the 3-compartment sink. It is very mild and repeated use leaves hands smooth and soft without irritation.

**Solid Pink – Solid Pot & Pan Detergent**  
2x5 Pounds 000414CP5-2  
Solid Pink is the top of the line manual detergent. It provides superior detergency for manually washing pots, pans, dishware, cookware, glassware, flatware and other cooking utensils. Heavily fortified with the highest quality surfactant system for unsurpassed grease removal it produces rich, long-lasting suds that stand up to difficult cleaning tasks. It is pH balanced for exceptional mildness to the skin, has a pleasant fragrance and is economical to use.

**Super Pink – Economy Pot & Pan Detergent**  
4x1 Gallon 000591CG1-4  5 Gallon 000591CG5  
Super Pink is an economical pink lotion detergent used to clean items in fine restaurants, private clubs, schools, hospitals, and many other places. Instant acting suds cut soil fast. Stubborn food residue, such as milk, rings on glasses, egg and other proteins, oil on dishes, even carbonized grease and oil on pots and pans, dissolves fast and floats away.

**Blu-Fome – Heavy Duty Pot and Pan Detergent**  
4x1 Gallon 000592CG1-4  5 Gallon 000592CG5  
Blu-Fome is a rich blue heavy-duty pot and pan detergent that removes tough grease and grime like no other detergent can! Its special combination of surfactants loosens stubborn food and carbonized grease quickly then suspends them for easy and complete rinsing.

**New Day – Ultra Concentrated Pot & Pan Detergent**  
4x1 Gallon 000593CG1-4  5 Gallon 000593CG5  
NEW DAY raises the standard against which all dishwashing liquids must be judged. Gone are wimpy suds and half-hearted cleaning. Now, through this extraordinary concentrated formula, grease and food residues are pulled from plates and pots and silverware by powerhouse suds, leaving dishware and utensils gleaming. The rich, stable suds rinse away completely leaving glassware, flatware, china and cooking utensils spotlessly clean and bright. New Day, with its premium emollients, helps retain skin moisture and smooth hands.

**Pexsyn 596 – Premium Lemon Scent Pot & Pan Detergent**  
4x1 Gallon 000596CG1-4  5 Gallon 000596CG5  
Pexsyn 596 is an instant-acting dishwashing detergent that should be on the top of every kitchen worker’s list. It cuts soils faster than ordinary detergents and it attacks stubborn residue like no other. No spotting or streaking, Pexsyn 596 contains water conditioning agents that tie up hard water minerals so after cleaning wares rinse sparkling clean. Pexsyn 596 is a highly concentrated, hi-suds hand dishwashing detergent that outperforms all others and stays easy on the hands.
Foodservice – Manual Detergents

**Pink N Sudsy – Powder Manual Detergent  25 Pounds 000747CP25**

*Pink N Sudsy* is a powdered detergent with quality dry detergents and conditioners that works effectively on all soils and in any water hardness. Excellent for hand dish washing, floor cleaning, wall cleaning. Use to remove dirt and grime from any washable surface. Perfect for the toughest jobs, quickly penetrates carbonized grease and soil on stove tops, grill hoods and stainless steel to leave them shining.

Foodservice – Presoaks / Descalers

**Liquid Silver – Flatware Presoak & Detarnisher  4x1 Gallon 007673CG1-4**

*Liquid Silver* chemically removes every hint of tarnish without abrasives or wear. Even ornate patterns are as easy to clean as plain un-adorned pieces. This double-duty product is an effective soak for softening food soils on flatware prior to machine processing and helps remove egg yolk, cheese, dried catsup and other sticky food residues. *Liquid Silver* is an ideal pre-soak for bake and serve escargot pans, onion soup tureens, pasta dishes and other hard to clean items.

**Solid Silver Shine – Solid Flatware Presoak with Enzymes  2x8-Pounds 000412CP8-2**

*Solid Silver Shine* is a super effective presoak in the dish cleaning arsenal where flatware rejects are a major problem. An exceptional blend of surfactants and enzymes that quickly penetrate, emulsify and lift dried egg yolk, cheese and other difficult-to-remove proteins from flatware. Detarnish silver flatware and hollowware, soak stainless flatware and serving pieces before dishmachine processing.

**Plastisoak – Powdered Plasticware Presoak  4x1 Gallon 000876CP4-4**

*Plastisoak* is designed to extend the life of plastic wares. With regular use, this oxygen-releasing granular detergent will keep plastic ware clean and new-looking. This special formula de-stains plastic without stripping the glaze that is the natural barrier which controls staining, and taste and odor absorption. It also works great on tea cups, coffee mugs and any other common stains occurring in the kitchen.

**Solid Silver – Solid Flatware Presoak / Detarnisher  2x9-Pounds 000413CP9-2**

*Solid Silver* detarnishes silver and silver plate quickly without rubbing. Cleans even ornate embossed or etched patterns thoroughly. *Solid Silver* “de-stains”; without removing the surface layer of metal. *Solid Silver* is also a super effective presoak in the dish pantry where flatware rejects are a major problem. Exceptional wetting ability and detergency quickly penetrates, emulsifies and lifts dried egg yolk, cheese and other difficult-to-remove proteins from flatware. Use it to pre-soak gravy boats, French onion soup crocks, reusable seafood shells and other hard-to-clean items.

Foodservice – Degreasers & Floor Cleaners

**Skinny – Foaming Fat and Grease Cleaner  4x1 Gallon 000704CG1-4  5 Gallon 000704CG5  55 Gallon 000704CG55**

*Skinny* is a very concentrated cleaner/degreaser that produces a clinging, heavy foam to prolong contact with vertical surfaces. It lifts fatty, greasy soil away from surfaces allowing them to be rinsed away freely. *Skinny* excels in general use applications, as well as, in foam generating systems.

**Kitchen Beast – Premium Kitchen Degreaser  4x1 Gallon 000722CG1-4  55 Gallon 000722CG5**

*Kitchen Beast* is an extra strength alkali solvent cleaner that was developed for the toughest cleaning jobs. Recommended for use as a floor and wall cleaner in all departments it is also an excellent degreaser and carbon remover for cooking equipment, utensils and other associated surfaces. Use in your toughest cleaning jobs.

**Cyn-visible – RTU Cleaner and De-Stainer  6x1 quart 001044C1Q6**

*Cyn-visible* will clean and remove stains all in one. It is specially designed to clean a variety of stains and soils on a wide variety of surfaces. Use to brighten grout, de-stain cutting boards or remove mold and mildew. This ready to use formula attacks tough stains and greasy dirt, leaving surfaces clean and odor free.

**Clean N’ Go – Enzyme Based Floor Cleaner  4x1 Gallon 001567CG1-4**

*Clean N’ Go* is a proprietary blend of soil suspending detergents and non-pathogenic bacteria specifically designed to provide outstanding results on unglazed/unsealed floor surfaces such as quarry tile, ceramic, brick, concrete and porcelain. Highly concentrated, easy to use, just mop on and let *Clean N’ Go* go to work.

**Traction – Quarry Tile Cleaner Degreaser  4x1 Gallon 000695CG1-4  5 Gallon 000695CG5**

*Traction* was specifically formulated for cleaning the kind of greasy, oily soil found in food preparation areas. It penetrates deeply into the quarry tile surface and lifts the soil from the floor, helping to keep floors more slip resistant. It also dramatically brightens the grout for a crisp, clean sanitary look.
Foodservice – Oven, Grill & Fryer Cleaner

**Grease Off – Griddle & Fryer Cleaner Degreaser** 4x1 Gallon 000712CG1-4

GREASE OFF should be on every list of “must-have” kitchen supplies. This cleaner/degreaser quickly removes carbonized grease, fat, protein and carbohydrate deposits from ovens, griddle, exhaust hoods and mores, leaving them spotless, shiny, and totally grease free!

**Hotsy Totsy – Clinging Heavy Duty Oven Cleaner** 12x1 Quart 006901C1Q12

Hotsy Totsy makes the most disagreeable kitchen chore, oven cleaning, almost pleasant. It really works! Its stable clinging gel sticks to the surface to let the high alkaline detergents dissolve the grease and carbon.

**Pex Carb – Ready To Use Oven & Grill Cleaner** 4x1 Gallon 003073CG1-4

Pex Carb is a high-powered cleaner that easily sprays or brushes on cooking surfaces and just as easily wipes off, taking burnt grease and foods with it. Its dense, stable foam clings to vertical surfaces, penetrates and loosens burnt on or heavily-encrusted accumulations. Surfaces are left shining, with no residue to impart taste or odor to food. Versatile and fast-acting, Pex Carb cleans not only ovens, grills, griddles, burners and deep fryers, but it can be used in a soak tank to decarbonize burnt on soils. It is a non-flammable, non-fuming liquid that cleans in 3 to 30 minutes, depending upon build-up.

**Pex Oven & Grill – Clinging Heavy Duty Cleaner** 6x1 Quart 000717C1Q6 4x1 Gallon 000717CG1-4

Pex Oven & Grill out-performs all other oven cleaning products and safely cleans waffle irons and griddles. Designed to remove grime and grease. Its clinging formula has the perfect ratio of alkalinity, solvency and detergency to dissolve all types of kitchen soils.

**Fry Kleen – Deep Fat Fryer Cleaner** 000485CP2-6

Fry Kleen has an extremely powerful one-two combination, punched-up caustic cleaners and abundant water conditioners. Fry Kleen is strong; use as directed. Carbonized grease and oils are instantly dissolved and held in suspension. Cooked-on food deposits are softened so they can be whisked away.

**Syn Lube – Conveyor & Tray Lubricant** 5 Gallon 000660CG5

Syn Lube is the ultimate in conveyor and tray lubrication. It provides superior slickness at all conveyor speeds. Conveyor lines start up instantly without manual lubricating, and even heavy loads travel trouble free. Syn Lubes superior slickness reduces production downtime and keeps the line running. Utilize not only in food service conveyor systems, but it will out produce competitive products in bottling, can and keg lines in food packaging plants, as well.

**Freezer Cleaner – Freezer and Locker Cleaner** 4x1 000744CG1-4

Freezer Cleaner is a ready to use, hard-working floor and wall cleaner for use in cold storage and all sub-freezing areas. Upon contact, Freezer Cleaner immediately starts to dissolve and suspend grime and soil. Aids in melting ice formations. Formulated for use with automatic or conventional scrubbers. Authorized by USDA for use in federally inspected meat and poultry establishments. NO FLASH below 65˚F. Resists freezing to -40˚F.

**High Shine – Stainless Steel Polish** 6x1 Quart 007395C1Q6

High Shine is an excellent cleaner and polish for stainless steel. Its water emulsion compound provides the best of both an oil based polish and a water based cleaner. It removes greasy films and soils, leaving a beautiful protective finish. It is versatile enough for polishing stainless steel as well as other hard surfaces that need to be cleaned and protected. Excellent resistance to smudges, smears and fingerprints.

**Pipeline – Drain and Grease Trap Treatment** 6x1 Quart 000154C1Q6 4x1 Gallon 000154CG1-4 5 Gallon 000154CG5

Clean out and clear up organic odor-causing waste in drains, down pipes, grease traps and septic fields with this semi-viscous enzyme treatment. Keeps drains open safely and effectively. Naturally occurring, non-pathogenic aerobic and anaerobic bacteria and enzymes work continuously to solubilize and digest waste without the use of harmful acids, caustics or solvents. Eliminates odor. Keeps drains open. Liquifies waste.

**Dumpster Fresh – Garbage Malodor Neutralizer** 50 Pounds 000542CP50

Dumpster Fresh will eliminate garbage odors at their source and keep them from returning. It is specifically designed to absorb, neutralize and eliminate odors in and around trash collection areas. While the odor cancelling ingredients do their job, the pleasant blend of perfumes provide a clean refreshing scent.
Brighten shirts and even eliminate the need for collar treatment in most cases. Safe to use on cotton and synthetic blends. Every laundry pillowcases, personals, etc., in hotels, laundries, retirement centers and penitentiaries.

Pillowcase Detergent – Water-conditioning agents, a self-initiating all fabric colorfast bleach and optical brighteners. It is ideal for cleaning towels, sheets, and all fabric bleach. It works quickly to remove soil and stains from the linen. Especially effective in shirt laundries. It will whiten and brighten shirts and even eliminate the need for collar treatment in most cases. Safe to use on cotton and synthetic blends. Every laundry pillowcases, personals, etc., in hotels, laundries, retirement centers and penitentiaries.

Detergent – Alkaline builders and optical brighteners cleans fabric as no other can. Despite its power, delicate fabrics may be laundered safely. Use in commercial front loading machines, as well as, for use as one agent in a 3 or 4 item liquid feed system in commercial laundry applications. In high-efficiency washing machines, as well as, for use as one agent in a 3 or 4 item liquid feed system in commercial laundry applications. In combination with a destainer, neutralizer, softener and sour, it yields remarkable performance on many fabrics. Regular use of this surfactant is good for your laundry and equipment. It rinses well and will not build up on fibers. Used as directed, colors stay bright and whites will not gray.

Stocks – Enzyme Detergent Oxygen Bleach – Is a “one-shot” solid laundry detergent with built surfactants containing a blend of buffered alkalis, mild detergents, and water-conditioning agents, a self-initiating all fabric colorfast bleach and optical brighteners. It is ideal for cleaning towels, sheets, pillowcases, personals, etc., in hotels, laundries, retirement centers and penitentiaries.

Swish – High Efficiency Laundry Detergent – Is a rich, viscous premium liquid laundry detergent. It has a complex blend of non-ionic and anionic surfactants making it a great versatile detergent for both natural and synthetic fibers. It excels as a stand-alone detergent or as the suds in a multi-component system. It may also be used in household type machines at levels far below powders. PIVOT will not damage sensitive fabrics. It rinses well and will not build up on fibers. Colors stay bright and whites will not gray.

Break Out – Enzyme Detergent Oxygen Bleach – Is the best one-shot premium powdered laundry detergent out there. It has soil specific enzymes, a complex detergent blend and all fabric bleach. It works quickly to remove soil and stains from the linen. Especially effective in shirt laundries. It will whiten and brighten shirts and even eliminate the need for collar treatment in most cases. Safe to use on cotton and synthetic blends. Every laundry should have a pail around to use as the one-shot detergent, a presoak, or hand fed back up in case a dispenser goes down.

Lo Fome – Powdered Laundry Detergent – Is a high quality, granular laundry compound that removes tough soils and stains easily. Its low foaming characteristics prevent machine overflow and damage. This product works equally well in hard water and soft water. Lo Fome’s special wetting agents penetrate imbedded soil and lifts it from the fabric allowing clothes to rinse freely. Due to this detergent’s strength, the need for bleach or expensive additives can often be avoided. Lo Fome is highly concentrated and may be used at half the level of competitive products, making it very economical to use, but still safe on delicate fabrics.

Pivot – Premium Laundry Detergent – Is a highly concentrated, liquid laundry detergents with special water-soluble solvents. It is extremely effective on both food based and petroleum based greases and oils, yet it will not harm fabrics. It is versatile, works efficiently in all water temperatures and is gentle enough for hand laundering, leaving a natural citrus fragrance.

Whirl HS – Home Style Laundry Detergent – Is a highly concentrated liquid laundry detergent with special water-soluble solvents. It is extremely effective on both food based and petroleum based greases and oils, yet it will not harm fabrics. It is versatile, works efficiently in all water temperatures—hot, warm and cold. It is safe for use in commercial front loading machines, home-style top loading machine, high efficiency machines, and for hand laundry, too. Always check garment care label for special instructions and test colorfastness.
Laundry – Detergents

Rally – Low Temperature Emulsifier 5 Gallon 000887CG5 15 Gallon 000887CG15 55 Gallon 000887CG55
Rally was originally designed as a detergent booster for low temperature washing, however, as a stand-alone detergent or a suds component in a multi-product system, it will outperform the competition. Its high concentration of non-ionic surfactants makes it an ideal detergent for synthetic linen. Rally provides the power needed to attain total stain removal, overall whiteness and brightness. It will penetrate even tough stains, such as tar, grease, oil, food soils, lipstick, makeup and medicines. Rally can be applied directly to fabric to remove difficult spots and stains.

Laundry – Destainers

X-Stain – Concentrated Dry Bleach 50 Pounds 000884CP50
X-Stain is a free-flowing chlorinated powder that supplements detergents admirably. It contains a special slow-release chlorine source which oxidizes stains and tough soils as no detergent alone can. When used as directed, it is safe on any colorfast fabric including whites, permanent press and some colored items.

OX-7 – All Fabric Color Bleach 4x1 Gallon 007473CG1-4 5 Gallon 007473CG5 15 Gallon 007473CG15
OX-7 is a liquid oxygen bleach. Used correctly it is the answer to many of today’s laundry problems. OX-7 not only eliminates stains and brightens fabrics, but destroys odors that can hang on to sportswear and synthetic fabrics. Ox-7 is the safer choice of destainers on linen, equipment and the operators.

Power Forward – Chlorinated Laundry Destainer 4x1 Gallon 007476CG1-4 5 Gallon 007476CG5 15 Gallon 007476CG15
Power Forward is a high concentration of sodium hypochlorite. It is a premium destaining and whitening agent. Power Forward is primarily used in a 3 to 5 component liquid laundry system or with powder detergent. It eliminates costly presoaking. Now, with much improved dye stability and colorfastness particularly in permanent press fabrics, its use has been greatly extended with proper application.

Oxi-Brite – Powdered All Color Fabric Destainer 50 Pounds 000875CP50
Oxi-Brite is a powdered color safe laundry destainer. It is designed for use in all water conditions and temperatures. Oxygen releasing destaining agents are replacing normally harsh, destructive chlorine type bleaches because they are safe for use on most colored linens and delicate fabrics.

Oxy Stain – Powdered All Fabric Bleach 50 Pounds 007876CP50
Oxy Stain is a powdered color safe laundry detergent/destainer. It is designed for use in all water conditions and temperatures. Oxygen releasing destaining agents replace normally harsh, destructive chlorine type bleaches for safe use on colored, permanent press or delicate fabrics. Excellent for use in hard water areas where iron or other minerals interfere with chlorine bleaches, causing yellowing or other discoloration. Excellent for use as a pre-soak or stain remover (including stubborn protein based stains, such as grass, food, juices, etc). This product may be used in the same wash bath as enzymes. It will improve the performance of most enzyme products.

Laundry – Sours, Softeners & Sizing

Swing Guard – Softener Sour 4x1 Gallon 000890CG1-4 5 Gallon 000890CG5 15 Gallon 000890CG15
Swing Guard is a liquid laundry softener and sour. It serves a dual purpose in a complete laundry system. Not only does it soften fabric, but it also neutralizes any trace of alkali whether from the suds, break or water source. It performs these functions at a very economical dilution. Regular use of Swing Guard extends the useful life of linens, towels and clothing.

Rebound – Premium Neutralizing Sour 5 Gallon 000893CG5 15 Gallon 000893CG15
Rebound contains a special combination of mild acids that neutralize all traces of carry over alkali from the detergent, break and water. It promotes complete rinsing by solubilizing detergent residual, as well as, enhances the brightness of colors, the whiteness of whites and removal of iron and rust stains.

Zone Defense – Laundry Softener 4x1 Gallon 000891CG1-4 5 Gallon 000891CG5 15 Gallon 000891CG15
Zone Defense is a rich, blue lotion softener that delivers complete softening and static-free fabric at extremely economical dilutions. Specially formulated to help avoid ironer scorch, Zone Defense is removed with each wash so it will not set up and dull fabric.

Sizing – Liquid Sizing 5 Gallons 001385CG5
Sizing is the professional way to restore body to fabric, eliminate static cling and make ironing easier. It helps maintain the fresh appearance of all washable fibers including cotton, linen, synthetics, permanent press and even knits. Sizing is water soluble and washes out completely in the next wash so it does not build up, stiffen or grey fibers over time. Treated fabrics with Sizing help resist soiling.
Laundry Care – Reclaim

Reclaim-W – For White Linen 8/2 Pound 001871CP2-6
Reclaim-W is a powerful powdered product to restore dingy, stained white linen. Standard wash formulas are designed to remove 95% of soils from linen. Reclaim-W is designed to restore the other 5%. Reclaim-W is recommended for use on Industrial and Commercial linens. Please consult your salesperson about use of Reclaim-W on personals.

Reclaim-C – For Color Linen 8/2 Pound 001871CP2-6
Reclaim-C is a powerful powdered product to restore dingy, stained colored linen. Standard wash formulas are designed to remove 95% of soils from linen. Reclaim-C is designed to restore the other 5%. Reclaim-C is recommended for use on Industrial and Commercial linens. Please consult your salesperson about use of Reclaim-C on personals.

Reclaim-R – For Rust Stained Linen 8/2 Pound 001871CP2-6
Reclaim-R is a powerful powdered product to restore dingy, rust stained linen. Standard wash formulas are designed to remove 95% of soils from your linen. RECLAIM-R is designed to restore the other 5% rewash containing iron and/or rust stains. Reclaim-R is recommended for use on Industrial and Commercial linens. Please consult your salesperson about use of Reclaim-R on personals.

Laundry Care – Spotters

Pro Spot Kit – 1 Kit 001879KIT – Includes Wallrack, MSDS, and Charts.

Pro Spot 1 – Specialty Spotter 6/32 Ounces 001881C1Q6
Pro Spot 1 is a specialty laundry spotter formulated to remove all Granulex/Betadine, medicines and blood based soils. It is deal for health care facilities, retirement homes and athletic laundries.

Pro Spot 2 – Grease and Oil Spotter 6/32 Ounces 001882C1Q6
Pro Spot 2 is a grease and oil laundry spotter. Tar, crayon, marker, shop grease, and lipstick will be easily removed with the aid of Pro Spot 2. It is a great product for hospitality, industrial and food service laundry operations.

Pro Spot 3 – Enzyme Spotter for Protein and Organic Soils 6/32 Ounces 001883C1Q6
Pro Spot 3 is an enzyme laundry spotter for protein and organic soils. It is designed to remove grass stains, blood, cosmetics, ink, grease and oil based spots. It is very versatile and useful in all laundries.

Pro Spot 4 – Rust and Tannin Spotter 6/32 Ounces 001884C1Q6
Pro Spot 4 is a laundry spotter for rust, metals stains, coffee, tea and wine. It is a perfect mix of materials to neutralize alkaline soils and stains.

IMPORTANT: Before spotting, test for dye stability by cleaning a small, inconspicuous section of the garment.
**APM Housekeeping – Neutral Cleaners**

**TRIUMpH – Floor & All Purpose Cleaner** 2x2 Liter 001620C2L2  6x2 Liter 001620C2L6

Triumph, a formula made especially for cleaning floors that really cuts through dirt, grease, food proteins and sticky carbohydrates. Thoroughly cleans floors and any surfaces not harmed by water. Will not dull high gloss coatings. Yield: Automatically Diluted 1:300. One liter cartridge yields 301 liters (approximately 80 gallons) of accurately diluted cleaning product.

**Daily Damp Mop – Floor Cleaner and Neutralizer** 6x2 Liter 001204C2L6

Daily Damp Mop is the one-step way to maintain all your resilient floors. It will clean surface soil, oily film, grit and dust, without harming the finish. Its unique formula removes the film from ice melt, neutralizes alkaline residual, and prevents hard water hazing. The floor will shine again.

**APM Housekeeping – Restroom Cleaners**

**Bath & Bowl – Restroom Cleaner & Deodorizer** 2x2 Liter 001647C2L2

Bath & Bowl, used for daily cleaning of tile, porcelain, bathtubs, wash basins, shower stalls, drinking fountains: Spray on let it penetrate, wipe, then rinse off. IMPORTANT - Do not use on marble or terrazzo.

**APM Housekeeping – Glass & Surface Cleaners**

**Blues Eyes Plus – Premium Glass Cleaner** 2x2 Liter 001643C2L2  6x2 Liter 001643C2L6

Blue Eyes Plus is a carefully balanced blend of solvents, wetting agents, and soil suspending ingredients. It dissolves the cloudy film from windows, mirrors, television screens, computer monitors, and other glass and highly polished surfaces. Blue Eyes Plus even cuts right through the smoke-laden film on the inside of automobile windows and windshields.

**Multi Purpose Spray & Wipe – Multi Purpose Cleaner** 2x2 Liter 001636C2L6

Multi Purpose Spray & Wipe cuts right through soils and does not need to be rinsed. A quick spray and wipe is all it takes to remove finger marks, greasy or only residue, etc. from painted walls, doors and other hard surfaces. Plus, a bonus, the pleasant lemon scent acts as an air freshener.

**APM Housekeeping – Disinfectants**

**Alti-Mate 64 – One Step Germicidal Detergent & Deodorant** 2x2 Liter 001625C2L2  6x2 Liter 001625C2L6

Alti-Mate 64 is a one-step disinfectant that is effective against a broad-spectrum of bacteria, is viricidal including HIV-1, HCV & HBV and inhibits the growth of mold and mildew and their odors when used as directed. It can be used on washable hard, non-porous surfaces such as: Countertops, sinks, exterior surfaces of appliances, microwave, ovens and refrigerators, glass surfaces, laminated surfaces, metal, stainless steel, glazed porcelain, glazed ceramic, plastic such as polyethylene or polypropylene, sealed, terrazzo, chrome and vinyl, Plexiglas®, enameled surfaces, tables, chairs, washable walls, floors, shower, stalls, bathtubs, toilets, urinals, restroom fixtures, kennel runs, cages. Alti-Mate 64 is diluted at 2 ounces per gallon of water. (1:64)

**Alti-Mate 256 (Fresh Scent) – One Step Germicidal Detergent & Deodorant** 2x2 Liter 001639C2L2

Alti-Mate 256 is a one-step disinfectant that is effective against a broad-spectrum of bacteria, is viricidal including HIV-1, HCV & HBV and inhibits the growth of mold and mildew and their odors when used as directed. It can be used on washable hard, non-porous surfaces such as: Countertops, sinks, exterior surfaces of appliances, microwave, ovens and refrigerators, glass surfaces, laminated surfaces, metal, stainless steel, glazed porcelain, glazed ceramic, plastic such as polyethylene or polypropylene, sealed, terrazzo, chrome and vinyl, Plexiglas®, enameled surfaces, tables, chairs, washable walls, floors, shower, stalls, bathtubs, toilets, urinals, restroom fixtures, kennel runs, cages. Dilute ½-oz per gallon. It is a great neutral floor cleaner. Alti-Mate 256 is diluted at 1/2 ounce per gallon of water. (1:256)

**DSC – Detergent Cleaner Sanitizer** 2x2 Liter 000603C2L2

DSC, when used as directed, is formulated to disinfect inanimate, hard, non-porous, surfaces: floors, walls, metal surfaces, stainless steel surfaces, glazed porcelain, glazed ceramic tile, plastic surfaces, vinyl, chrome, bathrooms, shower stalls, bathtubs, toilets, bathroom fixtures, kitchens, countertops, sinks, exteriors of kitchen appliances, automobile interiors, cabinets, tables, chairs, dining room surfaces, telephones. For larger areas: operating rooms, patient care facilities and restrooms, this product is designed to provide both general cleaning and disinfecting. This product deodorizes those areas which generally are hard to keep fresh smelling, such as garbage storage areas, empty garbage bins and cans, toilet bowls, and other areas which are prone to odors caused by microorganisms. Its approved dual dilution provides flexibility to be a disinfectant cleaner, as well as, a food service sanitizer.
APM Housekeeping – General Purpose Cleaners & Degreasers

SQK – Industrial Cleaner Degreaser  2x2 Liter 001607C2L2
SQK is an alkaline based, solvent degreaser. Its low foaming properties make it ideal for use in automatic scrubbers for cleaning and maintaining industrial concrete floors. It also works well in both cold and hot tank cleaning and is suitable for use in federally inspected meat and poultry plants. SQK is sold in concentrate for optimum economics. It should not be used to clean aluminum or other soft metals as well as glass surfaces.

Mr. Degreaser – Meatroom Degreaser and Heavy Duty Cleaner  2x2 Liter 001618C2L2, 6x2 Liter 001618C2L6
Mr. Degreaser was formulated specifically for cleaning walls, floors and equipment in meatrooms and other food processing areas. It’s rich foam clings to vertical surfaces allowing it to penetrate and emulsify heavy accumulations of fat and grease.

Chlorinated Skinny – Chlorinated Cleaner Degreaser  6x2 Liter 001675C2L6
Chlorinated Skinny is a chlorinated, alkaline, self-foaming liquid cleaner. Chlorinated Skinny is designed for spray, soak, mop and high-pressure cleaning in the meat packing, food processing and handling industries. The addition of chlorine in the formula helps to de-stain and brighten surfaces, as well as, eliminate odors.

Orange Degreaser – Powerful, Heavy Duty Cleaner  2x2 Liter 001615C2L2, 6x2 Liter 001615C2L6
Orange Degreaser is a "natural" organic cleaner and deodorizer that emulsifies grease and grime without the use of harsh acids, petroleum based or alkaline solvents. This natural deodorizer eliminates persistent odors and leaves a fresh citrus fragrance.

Traction – Quarry Tile Cleaner Degreaser  2x2 Liter 001648C2L2
Traction was formulated for cleaning the kind of greasy and oily soil found in food preparation areas. It penetrates into the quarry tile surface and lifts the greasy soil from the floor. Traction helps to keep floors more slip resistant by eliminating the residue from slippery animal fats and oil.

Mighty Green – Heavy Duty Floor Cleaner & Degreaser  2x2 Liter 001661C2L2
Mighty Green provides a remarkably new concept in cleaning and degreasing. It dissolves tough food and animal fat and petroleum oils and greases without the use of misting, high odor solvents.

H.D Oxygen Cleaner – Peroxide Enhanced Cleaner  2x2 Liter 001400C2L2, 6x2 Liter 001400C2L6
H.D. Oxygen Enhanced Cleaner releases oxygen bubbles that devour organic stains and odors imbedded in all water safe surfaces. Made especially for the difficult to remove soils such as mold, mildew, food and body oils and other stains and odors from many surfaces leaving behind little or no residue.

APM Food Service – Sanitizers

Sanitizer (Clear) – Odorless Disinfectant and Sanitizer  2x2 Liter 001610C2L2, 6x2 Liter 001610C2L6
Sanitizer (Clear) is excellent for use in food and meat processing facilities. Use in the 3-compartment sink or as part of the final rinse in a C.O.P program.

Sanitizer (Red) – Odorless Disinfectant and Sanitizer  2x2 Liter 001611C2L2
Sanitizer (Red) is excellent for use in food and meat processing facilities. Use in the 3-compartment sink or as part of the final rinse in a C.O.P program.

APM Foodservice – Manual Detergents

Sparkle – Manual Pot & Pan Detergent  2x2 Liter 001622C2L2, 6x2 Liter 001622C2L6
Sparkle is a synthetic detergent that has been fortified with premium water conditioners and rinse enhancing agents. The result is an outstanding detergent for use in all food preparation operations, institutional kitchens and food processing facilities.

Sunny Free – Heavy Duty Pot & Pan Detergent  2x2 Liter 001657C2L2
Sunny Free is formulated specifically for cleaning pots and pans and meat room equipment. The rich foam clings to the surfaces allowing it to penetrate for a thorough, one application cleaning.

CYNAMIC CHEMICAL COMPANY
1472 Louis Bork Drive
Batavia, IL 60510
APM Foodservice – Presoak & Descalers

Silver Shine Plus – Flatware Presoak and Detarnisher  2x2 Liter 001604C2L2
Silver Shine Plus is a double use product. First, it is an effective presoak for stainless flatware and dishes. Second, it works well as a chemical de-tarnishing agent for sterling and silver-plated hollowware and flatware.

APM Foodservice – Degreasers & Floor Cleaners

SQK – Industrial Cleaner Degreaser  2x2 Liter 001607C2L2
SQK is an alkaline based, solvent degreaser. Its low foaming properties make it ideal for use in automatic scrubbers for cleaning and maintaining industrial concrete floors. It also works well in both cold and hot tank cleaning and is suitable for use in federally inspected meat and poultry plants. SQK is sold in concentrate for optimum economics. It should not be used to clean aluminum or other soft metals as well as glass surfaces.

Mr. Degreaser – Meatroom Degreaser and Heavy Duty Cleaner  2x2 Liter 001618C2L2  6x2 Liter 001618C2L6
Mr. Degreaser was formulated specifically for cleaning walls, floors and equipment in meatrooms and other food processing areas. It’s rich foam clings to vertical surfaces allowing it to penetrate and emulsify heavy accumulations of fat and grease.

Chlorinated Skinny – Chlorinated Cleaner Degreaser  6x2 Liter 001675C2L6
Chlorinated Skinny is a chlorinated, alkaline, self-foaming liquid cleaner. Chlorinated Skinny is designed for spray, soak, mop and high-pressure cleaning in the meat packing, food processing and handling industries. The addition of chlorine in the formula helps to de-stain and brighten surfaces, as well as, eliminate odors.

Orange Degreaser – Powerful, Heavy Duty Cleaner  2x2 Liter 001615C2L2  6x2 Liter 001615C2L6
Orange Degreaser is a "natural" organic cleaner and deodorizer that emulsifies grease and grime without the use of harsh acids, petroleum based or alkaline solvents. This natural deodorizer eliminates persistent odors and leaves a fresh citrus fragrance

Traction – Quarry Tile Cleaner Degreaser  2x2 Liter 001648C2L2
Traction was formulated for cleaning the kind of greasy and oily soil found in food preparation areas. It penetrates into the quarry tile surface and lifts the greasy soil from the floor. Traction helps to keep floors more slip resistant by eliminating the residue from slippery animal fats and oil.

Mighty Green – Heavy Duty Floor Cleaner & Degreaser  2x2 Liter 001661C2L2
Mighty Green provides a remarkably new concept in cleaning and degreasing. It dissolves tough food and animal fat and petroleum oils and greases without the use of misting, high odor solvents.

Clean N’ Go – Enzyme Based Floor Cleaner  2x2 Liter 001567C2L2
Clean N’ Go is a proprietary blend of soil specific detergents and non-pathenogenic bacteria specifically designed to provide outstanding results on unglazed/unsealed floor surfaces such as quarry tile, ceramic, brick, concrete and porcelain.

APM Foodservice – Drain & Odor Control

Pipedown – Drain & Grease Trap Treatment  2x2 Liter 001654C2L2
This natural decomposition of soils and waste helps eliminate drain and sewer line problems when used as directed in a regular program. Pipe Down is safe, easy-to-use and requires no special equipment. Semi-viscous formula clings and promotes “dwell time” on vertical surfaces for improved retention and performance. Eliminates odor. Keeps drains open. Liquifies waste. Protect from freezing: Store at temperatures above 32°F and below 120°F. Do Not use in conjunction with bleach, disinfectants or drain chemicals.

Air Freshener – Air Freshener/Neutralizer  2x2 Liter 001635C2L2  6x2 Liter 001635C2L6
Deodorant products cannot eliminate odors where the odor generating source is left undisturbed. But to eliminate odors that may linger after cleaning, use Air Freshener. Wipe it onto small surfaces, spray it onto walls, floors, etc., or mist it into the air. The effect will be immediate—cleansed, refreshed air. The residual effect can last for days.

C-Breeze – Air Freshener/Neutralizer  2x2 Liter 003223C2L2
Deodorant products cannot eliminate odors where the odor generating source is left undisturbed. But to eliminate odors that may linger after cleaning, use C-Breeze. Wipe it onto small surfaces, spray it onto walls, floors, etc., or mist it into the air. The effect will be immediate—
### APM Chemical Delivery System – Dispensers & Parts

An extensive line of highly concentrated cleaners and dispensing units developed to help meet the food sanitation and cleaning standards set by Federal, State and Local Public Health Authorities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APM Wall Mount Single Right</td>
<td>P8047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APM Wall Mount Single Left</td>
<td>P8048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APM Gun II</td>
<td>P8046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APM Wire Rack - 5/6x1 liter or 4/6x2 liter</td>
<td>P8052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforced Vinyl Tubing</td>
<td>R8019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilmour Male Quick Disconnect</td>
<td>R8120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilmour Female Quick Disconnect</td>
<td>R8063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5” Reinforced Hose janitors closet hose 3/8” ID</td>
<td>P8053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun Coupler</td>
<td>R8051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun with coupler</td>
<td>R8052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartridge Mount for Gun II</td>
<td>R8054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun II Sprayer female quick disconnect</td>
<td>R8056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Cage</td>
<td>R8070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janitor Closet Install Kit</td>
<td>P8049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Compartment Sink Sprayer Kit</td>
<td>1680KIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Faucet Kit</td>
<td>1682KIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher Faucet Kit</td>
<td>1683KIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T&amp;S Faucet Kit</td>
<td>1684KIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Spray Bottles & Triggers

- Spray Bottles - 32 oz. Natural: R7741C6
- Trigger Sprayer: P5094
- 1 oz. Gallon Pumps: 9635C6

### Test Kits

- Chlorine Test Strips: 01135C10
- Quat Test Strips: 92006C10
GENERAL INFORMATION

TERMS: Net 30 days subject to credit approval. A service charge of 1 1/2% per month will be added to any overdue accounts.

CONTAINER DIFFERENTIALS – LIQUIDS:
Special liquid packaging sizes are also available. Contact your customer service representative for pricing and minimums.

CONTAINER DIFFERENTIALS – POWDERS:
Powders may be available in sizes other than those shown. Contact your customer service representative for pricing and minimums which may be required for those special packaging sizes.

CUSTOMER PRIVATE LABELING – MINIMUMS
Total purchases must exceed $50,000 annually
Each private label SKU must exceed $25,000 in purchases annually
Private label products must be ordered in the pallet load quantities below:
12 x 1 quart case – 50 cases
4 x 1 gallon case – 36 cases
5 gallon pails – 36 pails
Other pack sizes must be confirmed
Some products may require minimum purchase quantity or additional lead time.

APPROXIMATE WEIGHTS OF LIQUID CONTAINERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>275 gallon totes</td>
<td>2500 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 gallon</td>
<td>500 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 gallon</td>
<td>270 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 gallon</td>
<td>46 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 x 1 gallon</td>
<td>38 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 x 16 oz.</td>
<td>17 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 x 32 oz.</td>
<td>28 pounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dilution Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dilution Ratio</th>
<th>Ounces Per Gallon</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:24</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:32</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:64</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:128</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:256</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:512</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CYNAMIC CHEMICAL COMPANY
1472 Louis Bork Drive
Batavia, IL 60510